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Abstract— As a follow-up to our previous work, the 2D transient
Multiphysics electrothermal-mechanical and metallurgical model
of a 1.2kV-80m gate-planar SiC MOSFET power chip in a
single FEM software, created previously by the authors, has been
developed. This model aims to quantify the short-circuit (SC)
critical time and energy density of attaining the local dielectric
interlayer (ILD) strength and the Al source-metal solidus-liquidus
phase transition at elevated temperatures. The novelty of this
extended model is considering non-linear electrothermal and
elastoplastic material property laws over a wide range of
temperatures. Repetitive experimental SC events were carried out
to verify the gate-aging occurrence in accordance with the critical
values extracted from the proposed model.

Keywords- SiC MOSFET, Gate-damage, Al's melting, ILD
fracture, Multiphysics FEM

I. INTRODUCTION

It is critical to comprehend the SiC MOSFET's limited
utilization in extreme operating conditions like SCs before
approving crucial applications like aeronautics. The
experimentation strategy is the traditional method, but it is
undoubtedly expensive to conduct, where it forbids direct
physical connections between both the chip-level internal
stresses (gate-oxide mechanical strain-stress, electrode
melting temperature, thermal runaway, and latch-up through
the p-well parasite bipolar transistor) and the external macro
stresses applied (typically SC fault time, injected energy,
drain-source voltage bias) which cause gate-damages in such
power devices (the melting of the source metal and materials'
elastoplastic deformations) leading to their failure. As an
alternative approach, the authors have developed a complete
2D transient strong coupling Multiphysics FEM fully
embedded in Comsol™ software [1].

Previous modeling attempts either lacked clarity in
defining the boundary conditions, ignored the Al phase
change process, neglected the effect of temperature on the
evolution of the material properties over the wide temperature
range in SCs, or did not consider the mechanical part,
including the elastoplastic behavior of materials [2, 3]. This
new study considers for the first time temperature-dependent
non-linear i) semiconductor, ii) electrothermal, and iii)
elastoplastic materials laws over the wide temperature range
in SCs, comprising the Al phase change process. The goal of
this paper is to investigate the effect of including the

plasticity laws of Al and Ti metallic layers on materials'
deformations at the SiC MOSFET half-cell gate region,
especially the critical time and energy of interlayer dielectric
(ILD) fracture. A comparison was made afterward between
our previous model when neglecting the plasticity laws of Al
and Ti [1] and the new proposed model when taking such
laws into account.

This work presents a continuation to our recently
developed Multiphysics FEM technique which is described as
follows: in Section II, the static and transient electrothermal
models of wide-range SiC MOSFET cell-level are briefly
introduced. In Section III, the melting process of Al source-
electrode is covered by considering its latent heat of fusion
and applying it to the transient electrothermal model built in
the previous section. The model was then developed into a
transient thermo-mechanical model in Section IV, where the
critical pulse time and energy absorption associated with the
Al melting and the gate-oxide fracture initiation are
quantified. In Section V, the wide-range temperature
dependency of all the electrothermal-mechanical properties of
materials was applied to the former thermo-mechanical
model. The prior thermo-mechanical model was subsequently
advanced by incorporating non-linear temperature-dependent
plasticity laws for Al and Ti metallic layers in Section VI.
Finally, a conclusion is suggested in Section VII.

II. THE BASIC STATIC AND TRANSIENT ELECTROTHERMAL
2D FEMS OF SIC MOSFET HALF-CELL

A. Step one: static electrothermal modeling
In Part A, the basic static electrothermal model is

presented. Figure 1 shows the 2D symmetrical device's
geometry (its dimensions are listed in Table 1) and doping
levels of a generation 2 gate-planar 1.2kV-80m-10.8mm²
4H-SiC N-MOSFET half-cell, with an active area of 6mm2,
which was fully parametrized physically through Comsol
Semiconductor ToolboxTM and referring to Romano et al.
previous work [4].

Table 1. Geometric dimensions [4]

tdrift 14µm tox 50nm tpoly 185nm
tild 416nm tti 45nm tal 4µm

drift 8.7µm wox 2µm wpoly 1.77µm
wild 2.33µm wal 8.7µm
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Figure 1. Parametric basis of 1.2kV-80m half-cell gate-planar 4H-
SiC MOSFET 2D model

The bulk 4H-SiC material is divided into an intrinsic zone
with thickness train and a heavily doped epitaxy zone with
thickness drift. This allows for the depletion and spreading of
the electric field at the drain-source voltage bias. The top 4H-
SiC chip is covered with a 50 nm deposited SiO2 gate-oxide
layer and the poly-Si gate finger. The SiO2 protective layer
called ILD (Internal Layer Dielectric) covers the gate itself,
and a thin layer of Ti protects the ILD. ILD provides mechanical
protection as well as insulation at the gate-source contact.

Electrical potentials were imposed on the drain, source,
and gate electrodes. Electrical isolation was set on the vertical
boundaries. Every border had thermal insulation conditions
set, and a temperature of 300K was imposed on the drain
electrode to represent the cooling state. At this stage, the thin
oxide-poly-gate region was simplified using an analogous
analytic electrostatic model provided by ComsolTM, but only
for semiconductor calculus in the SiC. The Gaussian-type
doping (or deep junction) profiles were validated after
comparing them to those of a basic vertical SiC MOSFET
available in the SentaurusTM library [5]. To properly account
for current density gradients, special attention was given to
the mesh pitch in the channel region, particularly close to the
SiC channel-oxide interface. Indeed, less than 2 nm of
thickness is where 80% of the channel current flows!

Electron-hole mobility thermal dependency laws based on
the well-known Arora's doping dependency model defined by
D. Kim et al. [6] for the bulk-channel regions are used. In
order to pre-fit the average VGSTH value over 25°C < Tj <
175°C listed in the device datasheet [5], the positive-like
fixed oxide-charge density and the negative-like trapping
profile interface-charge density were first defined from [4]
and then slightly adjusted in combination with channel
doping and mobility.

IDS(VGS) and IDS(VDS) static behaviors at this initial stage
are displayed in Figure 2. Rather than precisely fitting the
static thermal dependency characteristics, the authors have
chosen to concentrate more on the transient channel-current
global fitting, which will serve as the foundation for the
metallurgical and thermomechanical modeling using the
channel's mobility parameter, as will be described in Part B.

Figure 2. Static results of 1.2kV-80m half-cell gate-planar 4H-SiC
MOSFET 2D model

The simulation results appear physically reasonable, but
they have not pursued a static mode with greater accuracy
because Part B of the study will require a re-adjustment of the
model using the channel's mobility parameter at a high
transient temperature, which is critical for achieving the gate-
region metallurgical and thermal-stress investigation.

B. Step two: transient electrothermal modeling
Temperature dependency laws for 4H-SiC intrinsic carrier

density ni(T) and the thermal properties of all materials, such
as the heat capacity (Cp) and thermal conductivity (λ), were
defined in compliance with [6]. In fact, extending them across
such a high-temperature range as in SC operations is not
simple. This also holds for the charge-trapping/de-trapping
and mobility laws mentioned in Part A. In order to tackle this
issue, the authors have accounted for all of these complicated
variations by introducing in (2) an extra thermal-dependent
mobility adjustment law, µadj(Tj), derived from the well-
known Arora's law (1) [4] as presented in Figure 3.

(1)

(2)

Figure 3. Short-circuit transient IDS(t) conditions and law normalized
on the active area of 6mm²

According to Figure 3, such a coefficient is effectively
employed to fully fit the IDS(t) channel saturation wave on the
experimental response from earlier authors' work (Figure 4-a
in [7]). Keep in mind that this model lacks Shockley-Read-
Hall generation-type leakage current at high temperatures and
VDS bias. Accordingly, this paper does not model the drain-
source leakage current. Nevertheless, this does not detract
from our analysis, which focuses on the thermal stress
surrounding the gate region, where damages take place early
there during SCs, as we will conclude later from this study.

1
𝜇𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙

=
1

𝜇𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑎 (𝑇,𝑁𝐷 ,𝑁𝐴)
+

1
𝜇𝑎𝑑𝑗
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III. TRANSIENT THERMAL BEHAVIOR OF THE AL GATE-
SOURCE ELECTRODE WHEN INCLUDING ITS PHASE TRANSITION

A source-electrode melting model is necessary because of
the lower melting temperature of Al (933K) in comparison to
the SiC channel temperatures involved in SCs (>1200K).
Furthermore, Al will operate as a high-energy heat sink
because of its relatively high metal thickness, delaying the
temperature rise time around the gate region and impacting
the strain-stress behavior over there.

The Al solidus-liquidus phase change modeling is applied
to the earlier 2D transient electrothermal model detailed in
Section II.B. The suggested melting model is based on the
application of an analytic Gaussian transition law, which was
recently implemented for the first time in 2D by authors in
[8,9], to introduce the metal's specific latent heat (Lf = 397
kg/K) over a solidus-liquidus temperature range (933K  f)
as shown in Figure 4, where f = 15 K. Using the same
strategy, solidus-liquidus non-linear laws of Al's thermal
conductivity and density were introduced, based on the
parameters in Table 2, which also contains the material
properties for Ti, SiO2, poly-Si, and 4H-SiC.

Figure 4. Al's heat capacity evolution as a function of temperature

Table 2. A summary of the material properties used in Section III [9]

Property Al
(solid)

Al
(liquid)

Ti SiO2 Poly-
Si

4H-
SiC

ρ
(Kg/m3)

2700 2370 4506 2200 2320 3210

λ
(W/m.K)

237 100 21.9 1.4 34 340

Cp
(kJ/kg.K)

0.9 1.175 0.522 0.73 0.678 0.75

For a SC of 5µs, the evolution of the 2D transient thermal
maps is displayed in Figure 5-a. The hot spot moves quickly
from its initial location in the JFET inter-cell region to the
source region at the channel-source side then diffuses to the
gate region. The very small dimensions and strong internal
gradient make it difficult to visualize the thermal analysis
within the channel graphically.

Upon reaching the solidus-liquidus transition band at t =
2.55µs at the SiC-Al interface, Figure 5-b displays a
remarkable dynamic "wave-like melting-front spreading"
throughout the entire source-electrode thickness. At t =
5.15µs, the melting front eventually reaches the top of the
source-electrode after straightening towards the gate's axis,
which becomes a hot region. After 7µs, some regions start re-
solidification caused by the decrease in the temperature. A
practical top view is shown in an inset photo, which

demonstrates the metal swelling caused by a full source
melting under the same operating conditions.

The critical energy density at t = 2.55µs, which is equal to
270mJ/6mm² = 4.5J/cm2, can finally be extracted from Figure
5-c, resulting in a junction temperature Tj = 1420K, thanks to
the correlation between this transient thermal analysis and the
semiconductor electrical model from Section II.B, and the
authors' experimentation for a SC of 2.5µs [7]. The metal will
undergo local melting cycles with each SC beyond this
critical time and energy density absorption. This will severely
degrade the source-electrode and possibly lead to Al's
diffusion through the ILD-SiO2 formed cracks or even its
vaporization, over-compressing the oxide-poly-gate, as will
be examined in the upcoming section.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5. a) 2D transient thermal simulation {VDS = 600V, VGS =
20V, TCASE = 25°C} including a solid-liquid melting model of Al, b)

Dynamic melting front across the Al layer, c) Melting time and
energy absorption based on the electrothermal modeling and authors

experimentation [7]

IV. TRANSIENT THERMOMECHANICAL RESPONSE (ELASTIC)
AND GATE'S STRESS ANALYSIS UNDER SC

This section seeks to take advantage of the prior model to
conduct a preliminary analysis of the gate region's
thermomechanical properties and behavior in SC operation in
correlation with the authors' previous experimental findings
obtained on the same DUT. In particular, the critical time and
energy of the ILD-Ti layer's mechanical strength will be
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extracted after being able to extract the melting time and
energy in the preceding section. The significance of these
data appears to lie in their ability to draw attention to aging
boundaries and set a maximum protection time for the gate-
driver to avoid SiC MOSFET degradations in repetitive SCs
over a broad cycle number. As a first basic approach, all SiC
MOSFET thermal and mechanical parameters have constant
values, as described in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 3. Mechanical properties of materials at 300 K [2,17]

Material Fracture
strength
(GPa)

CTE
(10-6/K)

Young
modulus

(GPa)

Poisson
ratio

Al 0.15 23 70 0.33
Ti 0.95±0.15 8.6 115.7 0.321

SiO2 1 0.5 70 0.17
Poly-Si 1.2-3.0 2.6 160 0.22
4H-SiC 21 4.3 500 0.157

It is preferable to use distinct mesh sizes because the
intensity and distribution of mechanical and electrical
gradients greatly differ. To accurately describe the channel's
current density, the JFET and channel regions impose sub-
nanometric electric meshes, while nanometric mechanical
meshes are required only in Ti and SiO2 layers to account for
the stress gradient. Very promising results were obtained
using a dedicated re-meshing of the gate region, done with a
re-interpolation between the transient thermal map in the
electrical mesh used in Section III and the new mechanical
mesh used in this section under weak coupling mode.

As observed in Figure 6-a, it is consistent to note that the
maximum mechanical stress regions are localized close to the
hottest SiC-Ti-Al source-electrode zone and around the
geometric singularities of the ILD-Ti zone. In particular, the
ILD-Ti region exhibits strong mechanical stress due to the
strong CTE differential at the Al-Ti interface imposed by the
thick Al bulk source electrode and generated by the strong
Ti's Young modulus value. Actually, it is difficult to assume a
specific value for the SiO2's fracture stress, where it highly
differs in the literature, depending on its thickness, porosity,
crystal structure, etc. (0.6-2.3GPa) [2,3,10]. A value around
0.8GPa was found in the literature for SiO2 layers used in
microelectronic applications with a thickness close to that used
in our model; consequently, this value will be considered in
this study [10,11]. At this Al-Ti interface, the SiO2 strength of
0.8GPa is exceeded, which may cause a crack to initiate and
spread from the Al-Ti barrier to the poly-Si gate finger. Using
FIB and SEM, in collaboration with THALES SIX France and
CNES laboratories, the authors observed ILD-SiO2 corner
cracks, which are visually consistent with the simulated stress
values at the Al-Ti interface. The stress values and distribution,
accompanied by additional interpretations and correlations with
experimental tests, are to be validated in the next section,
where the model will be more accurate after considering the
temperature effect on the evolution of the material properties.
Figure 6-b shows the selected cut-points at the positions of
interest for doing the temperature-stress evolution interpretation
inside materials for this section and the upcoming ones. Using
Figure 6-c, it is deduced that Al's melting starts at 2.55µs, and
the SiO2 strength is exceeded at 1.6µs when looking at point A.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 6. a) Surface stress distribution, b) Cut-points selected for
stress, strain, and temperature evolution analysis in this paper, c)

Temperature-stress evolution at cut-points in the transient
thermomechanical (elastic) simulation in SC operation {VDS =

600V, VGS = 20V, TCASE = 25°C} with material properties at 300K

V. CONSIDERING TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT THERMAL
AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES FOR ALL MATERIALS IN THE

TRANSIENT THERMOMECHANICAL MODEL (ELASTIC)
Temperature changes can significantly impact the

properties of SiC substrate and gate-region materials.
Materials would behave differently in SiC MOSFETs due to
the wide temperature range (300-1500K) in SCs. The most
significant property laws that could be impacted are the CTE
and Young modulus of the thick Al source electrode. Thus, it
would be crucial to look into the deformation behavior at the
interfaces between Al, Ti, ILD, and SiO2, particularly in the
area where cracks form and the Al phase transition takes
place. The large temperature range may, therefore, impact the
critical times of energy and mechanical strength.

According to [12, 13], Al CTE changes from 23ppm/K at
300K in the solid state to 110ppm/K in the liquid state. Its
Young Modulus E(T) also changes from 70GPa at 300K in
the solid state to null in the liquid state! The authors proposed
modeling such a sudden change by physically integrating the
Gaussian law used for Al's Cp(T) over the solidus-liquidus
temperature range in Section III, as presented in Figure 4.
This was done by utilizing the smoothed error-type special
function erf(x) shown in equations (3) and (4).
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(3)

(4)

By which T is the temperature in K, Tf is the melting
point of Al, which is 933K, σ is the standard deviation that is
fixed at σ = 5K, and t is the time in s.

By using this smoothed transition of material properties,
the calculus convergence is softened. As a result, the material
properties of Al were defined as a function of α(T) as
illustrated in equation (5) and Figure 7, where "Prop" stands
for either the poisson ratio (ν), the Young modulus (E), the
thermal expansion coefficient (CTE), heat capacity (Cp),
thermal conductivity (λ), or density (ρ). Note that since both
E and ν do not exist in liquids, very low values were assumed
for these parameters for Al's liquid state to smoothen the
calculus convergence.

(5)

Figure 7. Al's transition factor (T)

a)

b)

c)

Figure 8. The evolution of a) CTE, b) Young modulus and c)
Poisson ratio as a function of temperature for Al, SiO2, Ti, SiC, and

poly-Si [1]

a)

b)

c)

Figure 9. The evolution of a) Heat capacity, b) Thermal conductivity
and c) Density as a function of temperature for Al, SiO2, Ti, SiC,

and poly-Si [9]

The CTE, E, and ν mechanical laws for the materials Al,
SiO2, Ti, poly-Si, and SiC are displayed as a function of
temperature in Figure 8 [1]. Additionally, the evolution of the
Cp, λ, and ρ thermal properties as a function of the
temperature of each of these materials is also taken into
account, as presented in FIGURE 9, after improving the authors'
electrothermal model in [9]. In these figures, the gray area
denotes the Al melting zone.

α(T) =
1
2

1 + erf
T − Tf
σ√2

erf(x) =
2
√π

e−t2
x

0
dt

Prop(T) =
Propsolid (T) ∗ 1 − α(T) + Propliquid (T) ∗ α(T)
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A complete simulation of the upper assembly, including
the thick epoxy case and the thin Si3N4 barrier layer, is still
pending. In this simulation, symmetry boundary conditions
were fixed on the vertical borders, and zero displacements
were imposed on the upper and lower borders. The updated
map and chronogram of temperature and stress at the
positions of interest are displayed in Figure 10.

a)

b)

Figure 10. a) Surface stress distribution and b) Temperature-stress
evolution at cut-points in the transient thermomechanical (elastic)
simulation with temperature-dependent material properties in SC

operation {VDS = 600V, VGS = 20V, TCASE = 25°C}

Similar to Figure 6, stress concentrates at the SiC-Ti-Al
and ILD-Ti zones, as observed in Figure 10-a. It is visually
noticeable that the edges of the oblique crack have a stress
exceeding the SiO2 strength, which is much more consistent
with the experimentally observed ILD-SiO2 corner cracks.

In Figure 10-b, a focus is dedicated to the chronograms of
the temporal transient mechanical stresses at the positions of
interest. This graph is highly interesting because it lets us
understand what is happening. At the beginning of a SC, the
overall temperature rises in the structure, causing an increase
in the CTE of materials. That raises the stress in materials.
Prior to the onset of Al's melting, the reduction in Al's Young
modulus attenuates the dynamic increase in the Ti barrier and
ILD-SiO2 stresses. When Al's melting starts, the accelerated
decrease in Al's Young modulus leads to a drop in all
resulting stresses on the Ti barrier and ILD-SiO2. However,
this Al's Young modulus drop is simultaneous with the sharp
rise in its CTE and the significant CTE differential between
Ti and ILD-SiO2. That resulted in the stress peaks just after.
Due to the temperature drop and Al's CTE saturation,
progressive stress stabilization occurs at the final state until
Al melts completely.

A delay in Al's melting resulted in when comparing
Figure 6 (2.55µs) with Figure 10-b (3.2µs) as well as a
decrease in the global Al temperature values is observed due
to the decrease of the thermal diffusivity in materials within
temperature, reducing the heat flow transmitted to the Al.
Moreover, stress chronograms have undergone substantial
modification. This is because, as Figure 8 demonstrates, Al's
Young modulus decreases from 750K onward and collapses
at 933K, in addition to the strong increase in its CTE (x5)
from 300K to 933K.

VI. TRANSIENT THERMOMECHANICAL RESPONSE
(ELASTOPLASTIC) AND GATE'S STRESS ANALYSIS UNDER SC

This model has the same conditions as the model in the
previous section but includes plasticity laws that respect the
temperature-wide range during SCs for metals. In this
section, temperature-dependent bilinear kinematic
elastoplastic laws are applied to Al and Ti as schematized in
FIGURE 11-a (Young modulus for the elastic zone (FIGURE 8-b),
yield strength for the zone separating the elastoplastic region
(FIGURE 11-b), and an isotropic tangential slope for the
plasticity domain (FIGURE 11-c)) [14-16].

a)

b) c)

Figure 11. Elastoplastic properties of Al and Ti [14-16]

The importance of considering such laws is that they will
strongly affect the stress-strain and deformation behaviors in
the materials at the gate region. It will also be important for
the continuation of this work, where the next step is to model
the ILD fracture. It is critical to consider Ti's plasticity due to
the high impact of temperature on its yield strength. We can
see a very high decrease in its yield stress and plasticity
tangent modulus as the temperature increases, and this is very
clear before reaching the temperature of Al's melting.
Regarding Al, much attention should be paid to its defined
plasticity law because it will only be valid for its solid state.
Its plastic properties will collapse when Al melts at 933K.

Concerning the model's preliminary results, much higher
strains are present when including plasticity after comparing
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the resulting strains in the model of the previous section (pure
elastic) in FIGURE 12-a to those in the new model (elastoplastic)
in FIGURE 12-b, especially just before and after Al's melting.
Note that in both cases, Al's strain becomes very high
compared to that of Ti after the initiation of its melting.

a) b)

Figure 12. Strain evolution with time at cut-points b (Ti) and c (Al)
in the models of sections a) V (Elastic) and b) VI (Elastoplastic)

The new evolutions of stress and temperature are shown
in FIGURE 13-a. It is observed that the decrease of Ti and Al
stresses, just before Al's melting initiation at 3.2µs, occurs
earlier compared to that in our previous model when looking
at Figure 10. The maximal stresses reached in this new model
are lower, and the SiO2 fracture stress value listed in the
literature (0.8GPa [10,11]) is reached in the new model at
3.95µs after Al's melting. Undoubtedly, including the
plasticity criterion plays a critical but proper role in reducing
stresses; however, with and without including it, this stress
peak is always present and is most probably due to the strong
increase in Al's CTE and the resulting critical CTE
differential at the Al-Ti-SiO2 region. That caused the elevated
rise in Al's and Ti's strains just after the melting initiation of
Al, as observed in FIGURE 12-b. At the time of the stress peak,
FIGURE 13-b illustrates that the stress-concentration positions
are the locations of cracks seen experimentally at the ILD-Ti
region. Therefore, FIGURE 13 (a and b) is highly important
because it can clearly highlight the suggested melting and
cracking scenarios chronologically, where molten/softened Al
may pass through the fractured ILD based on physical
evidence and the simulation results.

a)

b)

Figure 13. a) Temperature-stress evolution at cut-points, and b)
Surface stress distribution in the transient thermomechanical

(elastoplastic) simulation with temperature-dependent material
properties in SC operation {VDS = 600V, VGS = 20V, TCASE = 25°C}

When looking at FIGURE 14-a, it can be deduced that the
direction of displacement in poly-Si is inversed just after the
melting initiation of Al. Before Al's melting, the poly-Si
displacement was directed downwards as if Al was exerting a
pushing action. When Al starts melting, fewer constraints
have resulted at the topside due to the liquidation of Al,
which causes the upward poly-Si displacement. This upward
displacement is also forced by the topside pushing action of
the upper part of the SiC bulk at which the temperature
concentrates and is enhanced by the high variation in terms of
Young modulus and CTE at the SiC-poly-Si region. As
observed in FIGURE 14-b, it is clear that the sharp increase in
the stress at point A (SiO2) starting from 3.8µs toward its
maximum value at 4.12µs (passing through its fracture stress
at 3.95µs) is synchronous with the intense increase in the
poly-Si displacement in its upward direction. Accordingly,
the deformations of poly-Si have a high impact on the
fracture of SiO2.

a)

b)
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Figure 14. The evolution of a) Surface deformations and b)
Displacement-stress evolution at gate center and ILD-SiO2 cut-

points, respectively, in the transient thermomechanical
(elastoplastic) simulation with temperature-dependent material

properties in SC operation {VDS = 600V, VGS = 20V, TCASE = 25°C}

Lastly, in Figure 15, the authors performed experimental
repetitive SCs on a dedicated test bench [7] to confirm the
existence of a mechanical rupture threshold of the ILD-SiO2.
A short-pulse SC 2.5µs (left side) around the critical time and
a long-pulse SC 5µs (right side) greater far from the critical
time were considered. The device can withstand a set of 1000
SC in a short pulse without exhibiting any apparent gate-
source leakage current or drain-source channel transient
conduction degradation. On the other hand, the device clearly
exhibits a permanent gate-source leakage current from the
two-hundredth cycle and drain-source channel transient
conduction degradation during long pulses.

In fact, when ignoring the effect of temperature on the
evolution of the material properties and when neglecting the
plasticity effect, the stress peak was achieved prior to 2.5µs.
Accordingly, it could be interesting to note that exclusively in
this last complete model, both the stress peak and the start of
Al's melting are achieved after 2.5µs, as shown in FIGURE 13-a.
This justifies why, at 2.5µs, no degradations were observed
experimentally in Figure 15, whereas at 5µs, gate-damage
associated with the Schottky emission arose. These findings
may demonstrate that, in order to prevent degradations, the
gate-driver's SC protection delay must function in a time
lower or equivalent to the critical times of Al melting (3.2µs)
and SiO2 cracking (3.95µs). Undoubtedly, this new model
resulted in a positive step for the structure's mechanical
robustness since the close control has more time to secure the
component when an SC is detected and thus avoids
mechanical degradation at the gate region.

Figure 15. Repetitive electrical SC gate-damage from authors' test bench

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The previous 2D transient Multiphysics metallurgical and
electrothermal-mechanical FEM proposed by the authors of
SiC MOSFET 1.2kV-80m has been extended and
investigated by including the Al and Ti plasticity criterion
[1,9]. This model includes temperature-dependent laws of all
physical parameters over a very wide temperature range (300-
1500K) and considers the melting modeling of Al. Compared
to earlier modeling methods described in the literature, this
model delivers substantial improvements. Compared to our
previous attempt, it was observed that plasticity undoubtedly
limited the stress field and affected reaching the ILD fracture
stress [1]. Adjusting the temperature-dependent laws for the
thermal properties of materials retarded the Al's melting
initiation [9]. This complete and global modeling approach

looks fundamental for designers, enabling them to extract
numerically the critical thermal and mechanical gate-damage
times of SiC MOSFETs to optimize gate-driver protection
and possibly redesign the device to be more robust. The
current model undoubtedly needs to be completed by
considering the topside protective layers to better consider the
mechanical constraints and is to be followed by crack gate-
damage modeling, which could be useful for predicting the
maximum number of cycles to failure.
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